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Abstract

This paper provides a method for comparing different models of behavior in

auctions. It uses data on participants’ bids but not their values. I find that a

model of truthful bidding (bidding one’s true value) outperforms a conventional

model (shading one’s bids to maximize expected surplus) in the Bank of Eng-

land’s uniform-price liquidity auctions. Truthful bidding is preferable if either (i)

bidders are risk averse to a degree that is consistent with that found in the studies

closest to my setting, or (ii) the cost of calculating what would otherwise be the

optimal strategy exceeds around 5% of bidder surplus.
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1 Introduction

This paper provides a method to test the relative performance of alternative models

of bidders’ behavior in auctions. It uses data on bids but does not require data on

bidders’ values. I analyse the Bank of England’s (BoE) Indexed Long-Term Repo

(ILTR) auctions, in which the central bank provides liquidity insurance to financial

institutions by lending a quantity of funds against collateral. In these auctions, a bid

expresses the price a bidder is willing to pay as a function of the quantity they demand.

The payment rule is uniform-pricing. A bidder’s bid for a marginal unit therefore

may affect the price they pay for inframarginal units. This creates an incentive to bid

differently from the bidder’s true value for each unit of the good.

My main finding is that bidding behavior is nevertheless better explained by a

model of “truthful bidding” than by a conventional model in which bidders are both

strategic and risk neutral. In a truthful bidding model, bidders submit bid functions

corresponding to their true marginal valuation functions. Conversely, in a conventional

strategic model, bidders best respond to their beliefs about the economic environment

and other bidders’ behavior.

So the findings of this paper suggest that Milton Friedman (1960) may have been

correct in advocating the uniform-price auction to issue U.S. Treasuries based on the

view that bidders “need only know the maximum amount [they] are willing to pay for

different quantities” (Friedman, 1991). He argued that bidders do not need to strategize

so the uniform-price auction should reduce collusion and increase participation relative

to the pay-as-bid auction.1

The difference between bidders’ true values and their bids, i.e. their “bid shading”,

is difficult to measure because their values are rarely observed. Studies of divisible-

good auctions therefore must assume a model of bidding when assessing the effi-

1Uniform-price and pay-as-bid are the two payment rules most commonly used in practice. In pay-
as-bid auctions, a bidder pays their bid for each unit that they win. Their bid therefore also affects both
their probability of winning and the expected payment.
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ciency, revenue and other outcomes of alternative auction designs (see, e.g., surveys

by Hortaçsu and McAdams, 2018; Hortaçsu and Perrigne, 2021). The nature of bid-

ding behavior affects these market outcomes so the choice of model is critical to the

analysis.

Truthful bidding can be justified as rational in two ways: risk aversion and costs

of calculating the optimal strategy. First, when bidders are sufficiently risk averse,

optimal strategies in the conventional model approximate truthful bidding, and I show

that optimal strategies in the conventional model get closer to truthful bidding as risk

aversion increases. (If bidding truthfully, bidders submit bids that correspond to their

marginal values regardless of their degrees of risk aversion.) Second, truthful bidding

is a best response when bidders face a cost of calculating what otherwise would be the

optimal strategy and this cost outweighs the additional expected surplus generated by

the strategy.

In this paper, I provide a test of competing models of bidding. It adapts Backus et

al.’s (2021) test of firm conduct, which combines Rivers and Vuong’s (2002) compari-

son of non-nested alternatives and Berry and Haile’s (2014) exclusion restrictions. The

procedure uses instrumental variables to evaluate the relative amount of bid shading

that the different models predict. The instruments are variables that affect a bidder’s

bid shading but not their true value for liquidity. Under a correctly specified model,

bidders’ estimated values therefore will be uncorrelated with the amount of bid shad-

ing predicted by the instruments. Conversely, they will covary with the predicted bid

shading under a misspecified model. Stronger covariance between the instruments and

model-implied values is therefore evidence of worse model fit.

The key assumption for the test to be valid is that bidders have independent private

values. Under this assumption, I use variables that measure the strength of competition,

e.g. the number of other bidders in the auction, as instruments. One advantage of the

approach is that, providing this assumption holds, the test remains valid even if both
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of the competing models are misspecified. This is because the procedure tests the

models’ relative performance. For example, if bidders are strategic but have different

information to what is assumed in the conventional strategic model that I consider, the

procedure will assess whether truthful bidding or the conventional model is a better

approximation. While I focus on uniform-price divisible-good auctions, the method

can be applied more broadly to auctions in which bidders’ marginal values can be

point identified and estimated under the candidate models of bidding behavior, and

valid instruments are available.

I compare truthful bidding to Kastl’s (2011, 2012) conventional share auction

model, which modifies Wilson’s (1979) foundational model to reflect the fact that

bid functions are step functions and which is now widely used in empirical studies

(e.g. Cassola et al., 2013; Hortaçsu et al., 2018; Allen et al., 2022). This is the most

appropriate benchmark to analyse behavior in the BoE’s liquidity auctions in which

bidders submit a vector of ordered price-quantity pairs which constitute their stepped

bid functions. In the auctions, bidders submit bid functions with very few steps, which

is difficult to explain without Kastl’s (2011) modification. Participants may optimally

bid above or below their marginal values for liquidity in Kastl’s (2011) model, so

truthful bidding is an especially natural comparator.

I consider two explanations for why a model of truthful bidding outperforms this

conventional model of behavior, which assumes bidders are both risk neutral and

strategic: risk aversion and costs of determining the optimal strategy.

Kastl’s (2011) conventional model of bidding assumes that bidders are risk neu-

tral. However, there are two reasons why risk aversion might be a more appropriate

assumption in the BoE’s liquidity auctions. First, in a principal-agent framework, the

manager tasked with bidding on behalf of the auction participant may have a concave

utility function either because they are individually risk averse or because of the re-
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muneration structure.2 Second, the nature of the loans being allocated in the auctions

suggests that financial institutions themselves might be risk averse—the auctions were

introduced to respond to “the new demands for liquidity insurance that [the finan-

cial crisis] engendered” (Fisher, 2011a, p.15). Unsurprisingly, when bidders are risk

averse, optimal strategies in the conventional model are closer to truthful bidding—if

a bidder is sufficiently risk averse, they do not want to gamble on losing at prices at

which they would prefer to win (or winning at prices at which they would prefer to

lose) by submitting a bid that differs from their valuation. I build on Kastl (2011) by

deriving novel identifying conditions, which allow for constant absolute risk aversion,

in order to test the relative performance of the conventional model with varying de-

grees of risk aversion. I also show the best response gets closer to truthful bidding

as risk aversion increases. The results show that truthful bidding can be rationalized

within the conventional model by a degree of risk aversion which is consistent with

that found in studies that are the most similar to my setting (Armantier and Sbaı̈, 2006;

Boyarchenko et al., 2021).

Second, truthful bidding may be explained by a cost of determining the optimal

strategy, i.e. a cost of “sophistication” (Hortaçsu and Puller, 2008), providing the

cost exceeds the expected gains from what otherwise would be the optimal strategy.

This resembles the finding that truthful bidding is an ε-equilibrium in Swinkels (2001)

and Chakraborty and Englebrecht-Wiggans (2006): the loss from bidding truthfully

rather than optimally becomes arbitrarily small as the number of bidders increases

in multi-unit uniform-price auctions. I estimate a lower bound on the size of these

costs by the difference between the surplus from what would be an approximate best

response and the surplus from truthful bidding, assuming observed bids correspond to

bidders’ values. I find that the average lower bound is around 5% of bidder surplus,

implying that, if bidders’ actual strategies are to bid truthfully, they obtain up to 95%

2For example, this may result if the remuneration structure rewards not just higher expected profit
for the participant but also winning at any price that the participant is willing to pay.
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of the surplus that would have been generated by an approximate best response. In

comparison, in Hortaçsu and Puller (2008), bidders’ actual strategies only generate

between 0% and 80% (excluding loss-making bidders) of the surplus generated by the

optimal response.

This paper primarily contributes to the literature on testing equilibrium behavior in

divisible-good auctions. Wolak (2007) and McAdams (2008) use violations of over-

identifying moment conditions, which rule out profitable unilateral deviations in bid-

ders’ strategies. By contrast, I exploit exclusion restrictions to compare the goodness-

of-fit of alternative models of behavior. I therefore do not require over-identifying

moments, but I do require valid instruments. In this respect, the methods are com-

plementary, allowing greater flexibility to the data available. By assessing relative

rather than absolute model fit, my approach remains valid even if both models are

misspecified. It has been used to test firm conduct in product markets (Backus et al.,

2021; Duarte et al., 2023; Starc and Wollmann, 2022) and labor markets (Roussille and

Scuderi, 2022). To my knowledge, it has not yet been adapted to an auction setting.3

Other studies estimate marginal values using data outside the model and compare

these directly to the observed bids. For example, Wolfram (1999) and Borenstein et

al. (2002) cannot reject strategic bidding in British and Californian electricity mar-

kets, whereas Hortaçsu and Puller (2008) and Hortaçsu et al. (2019) find strategic

heterogeneity in Texas. In these later studies, larger bidders submit bids close to those

predicted by profit maximization, yet smaller bidders persistently deviate from equi-

librium bidding. Similar to my paper, Hortaçsu and Puller (2008) show that this can

be rationalized by a cost of sophistication that only larger bidders are willing to incur.4

3Roussille and Scuderi (2022) model their labor market setting as an auction, in which firms submit
wage offers, or “bids”, for job candidates on an online job board. The structure of their data and their
choice of instruments are similar to mine: individual firms’ wage offers (i.e. bids) are observed and the
number of candidates relative to the number of competitors (i.e. auction supply relative to demand),
which measures firms’ expectations about competing bids, is used as the instrument.

4Hortaçsu et al. (2019) demonstrate that a cognitive hierarchy model provides a good fit in the Texan
electricity market, with strategic sophistication increasing in firm size. Truthful bidding is of course a
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In contrast to these studies, my testing procedure does not require data on marginal

values, which are often unavailable.

My paper also contributes to the literature on risk aversion in financial markets.

Armantier and Sbaı̈ (2006) estimate the degree of risk aversion of bidders in French

Treasury auctions and Boyarchenko et al. (2021) calibrate the risk aversion parame-

ter for bidders in US Treasury auctions. Applying the findings of these studies to the

BoE’s liquidity auctions would suggest that truthful bidding is approximately optimal

in our context. In contrast, Allen and Wittwer (2023) estimate a much smaller degree

of risk aversion when focusing exclusively on primary dealers in Canadian Treasury

auctions.5 Using data from Indian Treasury bill auctions, Gupta and Lamba (2023) use

risk aversion to explain the combination of increased participation and higher uncer-

tainty during the 2013 “taper tantrum”. The main differences between my model and

theirs are that I assume bidders have constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) rather

than constant relative risk aversion (CRRA), and I allow for bidders to tie (i.e. for

bidders to submit the same bid price). Ties are highly probable in my context and in

others in which the set of possible bid prices is discrete.6

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides background for the BoE’s liq-

uidity auctions and introduces the bidding data. Section 3 describes the alternative

models of behavior. Section 4 explains the identification of bidders’ values, the es-

timation method and the testing procedure. Section 5 presents the results and shows

how truthful bidding can be explained. Section 6 concludes.

special case in which Level-0 behavior is defined by truthful bidding and adopted by all bidders.
5Outside of financial markets, Häfner’s (2023) analysis of meat quota auctions is the only study, to

my knowledge, of risk aversion in multi-unit auctions.
6CARA implies that a bidder’s risk aversion does not vary with their net surplus from the auction

(defined by the area between their marginal valuation function and the auction price, up to the quantity
they are allocated), whereas Gupta and Lamba’s (2023) CRRA specification implies that the bidder’s
risk aversion is decreasing in their net surplus from the auction. CARA seems more appropriate in my
context for two reasons. First, the financial institution’s net surplus from the auction is trivial relative
to its total assets so CARA seems a better approximation if the financial institution itself is risk averse.
Second, if the manager tasked with bidding on behalf of the participant is individually risk averse,
CRRA would imply that their risk aversion is lower when the stakes are higher.
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2 Institutional Setting and Data

2.1 Indexed Long-Term Repo Auction

My setting is the Bank of England’s (BoE) Indexed Long-Term Repo (ILTR) auc-

tion. It was introduced in 2010 to efficiently respond to “the new demands for liquidity

insurance that [the financial crisis] engendered” (Fisher, 2011a, p.15) by lending funds

to financial institutions against multiple types of collateral. It allocates the largest

amount of funds among the BoE facilities that provide liquidity insurance. I study the

period June 2010 – May 2012, in which the auctions were held monthly.7,8

Loans of central bank reserves are issued at a spread over the BoE base rate (“Bank

Rate”) for a 3- or 6-month term, and separate operations are run for different terms.

The lending is collateralized. Within each operation, bidders may borrow the reserves

against one of two types of collateral: “Level A”, including highly liquid gilts, sterling

Treasury bills and certain sovereign and central bank debt, and “Level B”, including

high quality, but less liquid, sovereign debt and certain asset-backed securities.9 The

ILTR operations therefore provide a “liquidity upgrade” to participants, allowing them

to swap collateral for more liquid reserves. I refer to funds borrowed against each type

of collateral by goods A and B respectively, and the spreads over Bank Rate at which

the loans are allocated by the prices of goods A and B.

Each operation is a Product-Mix Auction, originally developed by Klemperer (2008)
7I limit the sample to the first 24 months of the ILTR auctions because total aggregate demand

of the participants decreases significantly after this period (see Grace (2024) for further discussion).
This can be explained by an increase in the availability of funding from the BoE’s quantitative easing
programme, a reduction in participants’ holdings of assets in the less liquid collateral set, and liquidity
regulation which required funding of longer maturity than the 3-month term auctions (Winters, 2012).
Increased availability of funds from the euro area and alternative BoE facilities also likely played a role.

8The auction rules, supply curves representing the BoE’s preferences between collateral sets, and
eligibility for entry have evolved since. Further details are at https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/markets/
bank-of-england-market-operations-guide/our-tools.

9The classification of collateral sets reflected the relative liquidity of the assets (Fisher, 2011b), and
the BoE imposed haircuts on the assets with the aim that differences between the collateral sets reflect
only these liquidity premia, not credit risk premia. The haircuts applied to assets varied depending on,
e.g. credit rating, interest rate, and maturity (Bank of England, 2010a). The classification was adjusted
over the period (see Bank of England, 2011). The current classification can be found at https://www.
bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/markets/eligible-collateral/summary-table-of-collateral.pdf.
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and further described in Klemperer (2010, 2018). It is a sealed-bid uniform-price

auction in which goods are jointly allocated, as explained below. For each good, all

winning bidders pay the auction price for that good.

Participants of the BoE’s Sterling Monetary Framework (SMF) with access to the

BoE’s Open Market Operations (OMO) were eligible to register to participate in the

ILTR auctions, including banks and building societies. The number of institutions with

OMO access ranged from 48 to 52 in the sample period. There was no obligation for

registered bidders to participate in the auctions.

Bidders can submit any number of bids. A bid specifies the good (i.e. the type of

collateral used), the quantity demanded, and the price (i.e. spread) the bidder is willing

to pay. For example, a bid may specify demand of £50 million at a spread of 2 basis

points (bps) for good A.10 The minimum bid price is 0bps, with increments of 1bp.

The minimum bid size is £5 million, with increments of £1 million, and the minimum

unit of allocation is £100,000. A bidder may bid for a maximum of £1.5 billion and

£0.75 billion of loans for 3-month and 6-month terms, respectively. For each good, a

bidder’s bids imply a (price, quantity)-schedule, i.e. an individual bid function, which

is a step function.

Prior to the auction, the BoE commits to (i) a publicly announced maximum sup-

ply made available across goods A and B, and (ii) a privately known “relative supply”

curve. The maximum supply was £5 billion for the 3-month term auction and £2.5

billion for the 6-month term auctions. The relative supply is “pinned down by [the

BoE’s] preferences” to provide liquidity insurance at prices which incentivize prudent

liquidity management (Fisher, 2011a, p.12). It is measured by the spread between the

prices of goods B and A as a function of the quantity allocated of good B. The min-

imum spread was 5bps, except for in the 6-month auctions from May 2011, in which

10Bidders were also permitted to submit “paired bids”, which specify the quantity demanded and a
price for each of goods A and B. For each bid, the bidder may be allocated the loan against either good
A or good B. Because bidders rarely made use of paired bids, I drop them from the sample.
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Table 1: Summary statistics across both goods

3-month term 6-month term

Mean SD Mean SD

Maximum supply (£billion) 5 0 2.5 0
Total quantity of funds demanded (£billion) 4.57 2.67 2.69 1.93
Number of bidders 8.13 3.07 7.63 3.85
Total quantity of funds allocated (£billion) 3.55 1.86 1.65 0.99

the minimum spread was 15bps. The relative supply curves were flat at the minimum

spreads up to some fixed quantities of good B and beyond this were increasing; I am

not permitted to disclose their precise functional forms.

The Product-Mix Auction uses the information from the submitted bids and auc-

tioneer’s supply curves to find the competitive equilibrium, assuming bids correspond

to bidders’ marginal values and the supply curves represent the prices the BoE is will-

ing to accept. The quantity allocated of each good therefore depends on the submitted

bids and BoE’s supply preferences, and so is uncertain from the perspective of bidders

(see Appendix A of Grace (2024) for an illustration).

For each good, the auction price is the maximum of the highest losing bid for that

good and the minimum price the BoE is willing to accept, as expressed by the supply

curves.11 Bids strictly above the auction price are fully allocated and bids on the margin

are rationed pro-rata for each good. Winning bidders pay the auction prices.

2.2 Bidding Data

I use a unique proprietary dataset of all bids submitted in the 16 auctions of 3-

month term and the 8 auctions of 6-month term in June 2010 – May 2012, summarized

in Table 1. To my knowledge, this data has only once been analysed.12

Table 2 provides summary statistics by good. The auction price of good A is typ-

11For good B, the minimum price the BoE is willing to accept is the sum of the auction price for
good A and the relative supply curve evaluated at the quantity allocated of good B. For good A, it is the
difference between the auction price for good B and the relative supply curve evaluated at the quantity
allocated of good B.

12de Roure and McLaren (2021) study the risk profile of participants in the ILTR auctions.
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Table 2: Summary statistics by good

Good A Good B

3-month term 6-month term 3-month term 6-month term

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Quantity of funds demanded (% of allocation) 125.72 22.68 171.98 66.62 151.26 58.15 202.74 91.49
Bid price (weighted, basis points) 2.51 2.85 3.06 4.31 23.61 9.96 38.96 16.15
Number of bids per bidder (unweighted) 1.52 0.84 1.49 0.86 1.64 1.31 2.30 1.71
Number of bids per bidder (weighted) 1.79 0.94 1.86 1.04 2.90 2.11 2.95 2.28
Quantity demanded by bidder (% of maximum supply) 13.65 11.87 13.93 12.30 4.30 6.41 9.69 9.87
Quantity of funds allocated (% of total allocated) 83.72 12.00 70.65 20.19 16.28 12.00 29.35 20.19
Price paid (weighted, basis points) 1.14 1.71 0.59 0.79 21.67 6.52 43.43 1.37

Note: The quantity of funds demanded for each good is expressed as a percentage of the quantity allocated of that good; quantities
of funds demanded and quantities of funds allocated per good are weighted by the aggregate quantities demanded in auctions;
prices paid for each good are weighted by the aggregate quantities allocated of the good in auctions; bid prices are weighted by
the quantities demanded at those prices by bidders; bps denote basis points.

ically close to its reserve of 0bps (the weighted average price paid is 1.14bps in the

3-month term auctions and 0.59bps in the 6-month term auctions), reflecting the high

liquidity of assets in the Level A collateral set. In contrast, the assets in the Level

B set are more heterogeneous and typically have limited secondary markets. This is

reflected in much higher weighted average prices paid for good B of 21.67bps and

43.43bps in the 3-month and 6-month term auctions, respectively, and much greater

variance in the auction prices than good A.

2.3 Bidding Behavior by Bidder Size

In conventional models of bidding in uniform-price auctions, a bidder can reduce

the expected auction price paid for all units that they win by reducing the quantity

that they demand at each price; the strength of this incentive is increasing in the quan-

tity that the bidder demands. This corresponds to the quantity-shading incentives of

oligopolists facing uncertain demand in Klemperer and Meyer (1989). If bidders were

acting strategically, we would therefore expect to observe larger bidders to ceteris

paribus submit lower bid prices relative to their values.

Table 3 shows the average bid prices of “Small” bidders (those who demand less

than 2.5% of the maximum supply in all auctions) and “Large” bidders (the remaining

set). (Natural alternative definitions of bidder size give similar results.) Larger bidders
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Table 3: Summary statistics by bidder size

Good A Good B

3-month term 6-month term 3-month term 6-month term

Bidder size Small Large Small Large Small Large Small Large

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Bid price (bps) 3.22 2.13 2.51 2.85 5.33 5.20 3.03 4.29 24.42 13.93 23.47 9.10 41.36 23.49 38.88 15.85
# of bids per bidder 1.09 0.29 1.67 0.91 1.25 0.45 1.58 0.96 1.28 0.72 2.14 1.74 1.89 1.17 2.50 1.92

Note: Small bidders are defined as those who demand less than 2.5% of the maximum supply in all auctions in the sample period;
Large bidders are defined as those in the remaining set; bid prices are weighted by the quantities demanded at those prices by
bidders, and numbers of submitted bids are unweighted; bps denote basis points.

do submit lower bid prices in the ILTR auctions, but this can be explained by variation

in bidders’ strategic incentives or variation in their values. It is possible, for exam-

ple, that larger bidders in the ILTR auctions have greater access to alternative funding

sources which affect their valuations. The main contribution of this paper is to employ

a testing procedure, described in Section 4.3, which isolates the variation in bidders’

strategic incentives in order to evaluate alternative models of behavior.

2.4 Bids Submitted per Bidder

A striking feature of the data is that bidders submit few bids per auction (Figure 1).

This is also seen in many other multi-unit auction settings.13 It motivates the strategic

model, developed by Kastl (2011, 2012), that I use as a benchmark. In the model,

bidders face costs of submitting additional bids, so the number of bids to submit is a

strategic choice: a bidder must trade off the marginal “bidding cost” with the marginal

benefit of fine-tuning their demand by submitting an additional bid. If the marginal

benefits of fine-tuning are small, bidders optimally submit few bids.

Larger bidders submit more bids per good (see Table 3), but the number of bids they

submit is still small. Without bidding costs or other frictions, this is difficult to explain

within a strategic framework. Even if a bidder had a constant marginal value for the

13In Czech, Canadian and US Treasury auctions, bidders on average submit 2.3 bids (Kastl, 2011),
2.9 bids (Hortaçsu and Kastl, 2012) and between 3 and 5 bids (Hortaçsu et al., 2018), respectively. In
central bank operations, Cassola et al. (2013) find that participants submit 1.7 bids on average in the
European Central Bank’s auctions for short-term repurchase agreements, and 82% of participants in the
Bank of Canada’s cash management auctions submit only one bid (Chapman et al., 2006).
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(a) Good A (b) Good B

Figure 1: Number of bids submitted per bidder within auction

good, we would expect them to submit a large number of bids, as their incentive to

understate their value is increasing in the quantity that they demand (see Section 2.3).

3 Candidate Models of Behavior

This paper analyses competing models of bidders’ behavior using a testing proce-

dure based on instrumental variables. In this section, I first lay out the assumptions

that are required for the test to be valid; the main assumption is that bidders have

independent private values. I then describe the competing models.

The first model is a “truthful bidding” model in which all bidders submit bids ac-

cording to their true marginal values. The second is Kastl’s (2011) conventional strate-

gic model, which captures the key features of the BoE’s liquidity auctions, including

that each bidder makes few bids per auction. One limitation is that the model does not

permit bidders to be risk averse, so I relax Kastl’s (2011) assumption of risk neutrality.

This generalisation shows that optimal strategies in the strategic model tend towards

truthful bidding as the degree of risk aversion becomes large. The correct model may

differ from both of these models; the procedure tests which of the two is closer.

Section 3.4 describes the amount of “bid shading”—the difference between bid-

ders’ marginal values and their bids—implied by the different models. In the truth-
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ful bidding model, bid shading is of course always zero, whereas in the conventional

model it varies across bidders and across the quantities they demand. This variation is

key to the test’s identification. The following description refers to one auction and I

suppress the time subscript.

3.1 Assumptions on the Economic Environment

Two goods, A and B, are perfectly divisible, measured in the same units, and

allocated by a Product-Mix Auction as described in Section 2.1.

There are N potential bidders. Prior to the auction, each bidder i ∈ N = {1, ..., N},

receives a privately known, multi-dimensional signal, Θi. I assume each bidder’s sig-

nal is distributed such that their value is above the reserve price for at most one of the

goods, so they only bid on at most one good. This greatly improves the tractability of

the model and is appropriate for the majority of bidders (85%) in the data who only bid

for one good. For the purpose of the analysis, it is also appropriate for an additional

4% of bidders per auction who bid on both goods, but for at least one of the goods,

they submit only one bid and that bid is at the reserve price.14,15 Let Θ−i = {Θj}{j ̸=i}

denote the signals received by all bidders except i.

Motivated by the evidence of heterogeneity described in Section 2.3, bidders for

each good are split into two groups, so the set of potential bidders for good g ∈

{A,B} with bidder size h ∈ {1, 2} is N g,h. This set has dimension N g,h, where∑
g

∑
hN

g,h = N . Bidders are assumed to be symmetric within group, with marginal

14The analysis uses local deviations in the quantity that a bidder demands to identify their values.
If a bidder bids on both goods, but their bid is at the reserve for good A, then the bidder is always
indifferent between winning and losing good A, so a deviation in the quantity they demand of good B
does not affect their surplus from good A (and vice versa). We can therefore treat a bidder for both
goods as if they are two bidders, one for each good.

15Moreover, for those bidders who do submit bids for both goods within an auction, additive separa-
bility of their utility functions in the quantities allocated of the two goods seems a reasonable assump-
tion. This is because bidders have the option to submit “paired bids”, which allow bidders to express
rich one-for-one substitutes preferences between goods A and B (see Klemperer, 2018), but they very
rarely choose to submit such bids. Complementarity seems implausible (the BoE designed the ILTR
auction anticipating bidders to express one-for-one substitutability between goods A and B, if at all).
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value functions that are non-increasing and continuous in the allocated quantities.16

The main assumption required for the testing procedure to be valid is that bidders

have independent private values. Let yi ∈ R+ be the quantity allocated to bidder i.

The IPV Assumption The marginal valuation of bidder i ∈ N g,h, g ∈ {A,B}, h ∈

{1, 2}, denoted vg,h(yi,Θi), is only a function of yi and the bidder’s signal Θi.

Three reasons suggest that an independent private values framework is a reason-

able approximation. First, while the ILTR auctions were designed to meet demands

for liquidity insurance, the sample period of 2010 – 2012 was relatively stable. This

suggests that the interdependence that would arise from another bidder’s private signal

revealing information of perceived market stress was less relevant in our sample.

Second, it is plausible that participation over the period studied was driven largely

by idiosyncratic liquidity needs. The relatively short maturity of loans secured in the

ILTR auctions limited incentives for speculation,17 especially for good B, for which

collateral assets were less liquid by definition. Moreover, the general collateral repo

rate was a good proxy for the market value of good A. Because this rate was readily

observable, the uncertainty about the future market value of good A was plausibly

symmetric, which is consistent with an independent private values framework.

Finally, neither Bindseil et al. (2009) nor Hortaçsu and Kastl (2012) find evidence

for interdependent values in ECB repo auctions and Canadian Treasury auctions, re-

spectively. It is not possible to perform these tests in our context, but their findings are

informative given the similarity of our context to theirs.

Turning to the utility function, bidders are assumed to have utility functions which

16The funds that a given bidder is allocated in the auction is one component of their larger stock
of cash reserves. The setup costs are mostly sunk as collateral for ILTR loans is typically deposited at
the BoE prior to the auction, and there are no other obvious fixed costs, which suggests limited scope
for increasing returns. If any allocated funds are put to its highest value use, a non-increasing marginal
valuation function is a reasonable assumption.

17Hortaçsu and McAdams (2010) and Haile (2001) provide evidence, in the Turkish Treasury secu-
rity market and timber market respectively, of limited scope for resale (i.e. speculation on the future
price) at short time horizons.
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are quasi-linear in assets outside the auction. I allow for bidders to be risk averse,

with constant absolute risk aversion utility described by parameter ρg ≥ 0, which is

common to all bidders for good g ∈ {A,B}. Let P g be the auction price of good

g ∈ {A,B}. The expected utility of type θi ∈ Θi of bidder i ∈ N g,h, g ∈ {A,B}, h ∈

{1, 2} given strategy profile σ(Θ) = {σj(Θj)}{j∈N} in Model m is therefore

Vi(θi) =

E
[
Ui

(
yi(σ(Θ)), P g(σ(Θ))|θi

)]
if ρg = 0

E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(yi(σ(Θ)),P g(σ(Θ))|θi)

)]
if ρg > 0

where Ui

(
yi(σ(Θ)), P g(σ(Θ))|θi

)
=

∫ yi(σ(Θ)|θi)
0

vg,h(u, θi)du−P g(σ(Θ)|θi)yi(σ(Θ)|θi).

Bidder i submits Ki bids, which are summed in (price, quantity)-space to form

an individual bid function. For each bid k ∈ {1, ..., Ki}, the bid price is bi,k, and

the cumulative quantity demanded is qi,k, where the bids are ordered in increasing

quantity. Let bi ∈ RKi
+ and qi ∈ RKi

+ respectively denote the vector of bid prices and

cumulative quantities demanded by bidder i. I refer to (bi,k, qi,k) as the bid price and

quantity demanded at step k in bidder i’s bid function. Corresponding to the ILTR

auction rules, bids must be whole basis points, and I approximate the permitted grid of

quantities by assuming that quantities demanded are continuous in the unit interval.

3.2 The Truthful Bidding Model

The first of the two competing models is a “truthful bidding” model, in which all

bidders optimally submit bids which approximate their true demand for liquidity.18

Definition 1 (Model T ) In Model T , the IPV Assumption holds and each bidder’s

bid function corresponds to the greatest integer function of their marginal valuation

function (i.e. for all quantities, the largest integer weakly below their marginal value).
18This can be motivated in many ways, e.g. each bidder faces an arbitrarily large cost of determining

what would otherwise be the optimal bid function. Truthful bidding is a natural heuristic in the strategic
model that I consider because the optimal bid may be above or below a bidder’s true value.
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3.3 The Conventional Strategic Model

The second model closely follows Kastl (2011), except for I relax the assumption

of risk neutrality. In this model, bidders choose their bids to maximize their expected

surpluses, conditional on the information available to them at the time of bidding.

I assume bidders have common knowledge of the number of potential bidders, the

joint distribution of signals, and the risk aversion parameters, whereas the number of

other bidders and their bids are unknown.19 In the ILTR auctions, the suitability of

this common prior is unclear. Some information about the number of potential bidders

was publicly available during the period (e.g. Winters, 2012). Bidders also may have

learned about the distribution of other bidders’ values in auctions held by the BoE prior

to our sample period, which had similar purpose to the ILTR auctions but differed in

design.20 In addition, for simplicity, I assume that the BoE’s maximum supply and

relative supply curve are commonly known.21

Different assumptions on bidders’ information would imply different optimal strate-

gies. One of the benefits of the testing procedure is that it tests the relative performance

of the two models and so is robust to their misspecification. For example, if bidders

are strategic but have different information from what is assumed here, the procedure

tests which of the two models are a better approximation of this correct model.

In the model, bidders face costs of submitting additional bids, which are increasing

in the number of bids that they submit. Kastl (2011) introduces these “bidding costs”,

denoted ci(Ki), to rationalize the fact that bidders submit few bids per auction (see

Section 2.4). The costs can be interpreted as the physical and time costs of submitting

19Common knowledge of the number of potential bidders can be relaxed by instead assuming that
the number of potential bidders is stochastic, but its distribution is common knowledge. Hortaçsu (2002)
finds that this modification does not have a significant impact.

20The ILTR auctions replaced the BoE’s Long-Term Repo operations, which were pay-as-bid auc-
tions in which a reserve price of 50bps was imposed for bids on good B (see Fisher, 2011a).

21We could relax this assumption by assuming that the distribution of supply of each good is com-
monly known or we could assume that the BoE is a strategic actor with privately known preferences.
Hortaçsu (2002) finds this makes very little difference to his results.
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bids or of fine-tuning them (see Grace (2024) for discussion).

Definition 2 (Model S(ρ)) In Model S(ρ), the IPV Assumption holds; the number of

potential bidders in each group (N g,h, g = {A,B}, h = {1, 2}), the joint distribution

of signals, the risk aversion parameters (ρ = (ρA, ρB)), the maximum supply and the

relative supply curve are commonly known; and ci(Ki) is the cost of submitting bids,

where ci(Ki + 1) ≥ ci(Ki) ≥ 0 ∀Ki ∈ [1, K̄ − 1].

The solution concept is a group-symmetric Bayesian Nash Equilibrium. An equi-

librium is a strategy profile, σ(Θ), such that for every bidder i ∈ N and almost every

type θi, σi(θi) solves σi(θi) ∈ argmaxσi(θi)∈Fi
(Vi(θi)− ci(Ki))

3.4 Bid Shading in Equilibrium

The testing procedure described in Section 4.3 exploits differences in the amount of

“bid shading”—the difference between bidders’ marginal valuations and their bids—

implied by the alternative models of behavior in order to compare their model fit.

Definition 3 (Bid shading) The bid shading of bidder i ∈ N g,h, g ∈ {A,B}, h ∈

{1, 2} at the quantity they demand at step k ∈ {1, ..., Ki} is µi,k = vg,h(qi,k)− bi,k.

In Model T , an equilibrium strategy profile is one in which each bidder submits a

set of bids which correspond to the greatest integer function of their marginal valuation

function, regardless of their degree of risk aversion. Because the marginal valuation

function is assumed continuous, this implies that a bidder’s bid at step k ∈ {1, ..., Ki}

is equal to their marginal value so that µi,k = 0 ∀k ∈ {1, ..., Ki}, i ∈ N .

Bid shading in Model S(ρ) is more complicated. A necessary condition for a

strategy profile to be a Bayesian Nash Equilibrium in this model is that bidder i ∈ N

cannot increase their expected utility by unilaterally deviating from their prescribed

strategy, σi, given their beliefs. Each bidder’s strategy is multi-dimensional so there

are many possible ways in which to deviate.
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The main identifying condition for bid shading rules out profitable deviations in

the quantity that a bidder demands at a particular step for type θi ∈ Θi in Model S(ρ),

holding the rest of their strategy constant. Proposition 1 (below) states this condition,

generalising Kastl’s (2011) corresponding condition to allow for risk aversion.

The benefit of this deviation to the bidder is the difference between two effects.

The first effect (the left-hand side of Equation 1) is the increase in expected utility

from winning the marginal unit at step k, holding the distribution of the auction price

constant. Following the standard Kastl (2011) decomposition, this distinguishes be-

tween the cases in which the bidder wins the full marginal unit, and the bidder “ties”

with other bidders at step k and step k + 1 and so is rationed.

The second effect (the right-hand side of Equation 1) is a market power effect. It

measures the reduction in expected utility due to the bidder having to pay more for the

units that they win if the increase in their demand increases the auction price.

A necessary condition for equilibrium in Model S(ρ) is that the bidder does not

benefit from deviating, i.e. the two effects must be equal.

Proposition 1 (Necessary condition on quantity deviations in Model S(ρ)) In Model

S(ρ) with ρ = (ρA, ρB) ≥ 0, in any type-symmetric Bayesian Nash Equilibrium, for

almost every type θi, every step k in the Ki-step bid function in strategy σi of bidder

i ∈ N g,h, g ∈ {A,B}, h ∈ {1, 2}, must satisfy

EΘ−i

[
e−ρgUi(vg,h(qi,k, θi)− P g)

∣∣P g ∈ (bi,k+1, bi,k)
]
P(P g ∈ (bi,k+1, bi,k))

+
∑

x=bi,k,bi,k+1

(
EΘ−i

[
e−ρgUi

(
vg,h(yi, θi)− x

)
∂yi
∂qi,k

∣∣P g = x ∧ Tieg
]
P(P g = x ∧ Tieg)

)

=


qi,k

∂
∂ϵ

(
EΘ−i

[
P̃ g(ϵ)I

(
P̃ g(ϵ) ∈ [bi,k+1, bi,k]

)]) ∣∣∣
ϵ=0

if ρg = 0

1
ρg

∂
∂ϵ

(
EΘ−i

[
e−ρgUiI

(
P̃ g(ϵ) ∈ [bi,k+1, bi,k]

)]) ∣∣∣
ϵ=0

if ρg > 0

(1)

where P g = P g(σ(Θ)|θi), yi = yi(σ(Θ)|θi), and Ui = Ui(yi, P
g|θi); (P g = p∧Tieg)
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denotes the event that the auction price for good g is p and at least one other bidder

submits a bid for good g with a bid price equal to p; bi,Ki+1 = 0; I(.) is the indicator

function; and P̃ g(ϵ) is the auction price of good g if bidder i unilaterally deviates to a

strategy in which type θi of bidder i demands a quantity (qi,k − ϵ) for good g at step k

and the rest of the strategy profile, including the rest of their strategy, is unchanged.

Proof. See Kastl (2011) for ρg = 0 and Online Appendix A.1 for ρg > 0.

To understand this condition, it is helpful to first consider the simplest case in which

a bidder takes the distribution of the auction price as given and is risk neutral. In this

case (ignoring ties for convenience), Equation 1 simplifies to vg,h(qi,k) = E
[
P g

∣∣P g ∈

(bi,k+1, bi,k)
]
; the bidder demands a quantity at step k which equates their marginal

value for the good with the expected auction price, conditional on winning. Because

the auction price is uncertain, the bidder’s demand for the marginal unit is equivalent

to accepting a lottery with an expected payoff of zero.

If the price-taking bidder is instead risk averse (and may tie), winning the marginal

unit at a loss (i.e. at a price above their marginal value) has a larger, negative, impact

on the bidder’s utility than winning the unit at a gain. For the same reason that risk

aversion makes bidders more aggressive in single-unit first-price auctions (Krishna,

2009), risk aversion reduces the difference between the bid price that a bidder submits

and their marginal value. With sufficiently high risk aversion, any lottery with the

possibility of a negative payoff is undesirable, so a price-taking bidder who faces ties

on the margin will bid truthfully.22

More generally a bidder has market power, as the distribution of the auction price

depends on the bids that they submit. Demanding a larger quantity weakly increases

the price, which is paid for all units that they win.

22This result depends on the assumption of independent private values. In their study of Indian
Treasury bill auctions, Gupta and Lamba (2023) assume that bidders’ values have a common component.
In their model, risk averse bidders increase their bid shading as uncertainty in the common value of the
good rises to protect against the risk of a low ex post common value.
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If the bidder is risk neutral, market power creates an incentive for bid shading

that corresponds to the quantity-shading incentive of an oligopolist facing uncertain

demand in Klemperer and Meyer (1989). In my setting, the bidder has an incentive to

bid for a quantity below the true amount that they demand at each price, in order to

lower the auction price and reduce the total amount they must pay. The incentive to do

so is increasing in the quantity that they demand.

At moderate levels, risk aversion’s effect on the incentive to exert market power

depends on the distribution of the auction price. Risk aversion weakens the incentive

if the bidder’s market power is weaker at higher prices. This is because exerting less

market power would reduce the dispersion of the auction price, and hence of the bid-

der’s utility. Because a risk averse bidder prefers a less dispersed distribution of the

auction price, risk aversion therefore ceteris paribus reduces the amount of bid shading

of a bidder with market power in this case. The converse holds if the bidder’s market

power is weaker at higher prices.

Nonetheless, as risk aversion increases, the difference between the bidder’s bid

and marginal value decreases for the same reasons as for the price-taking bidder. At

a sufficiently high degree of risk aversion, a bidder bids truthfully, regardless of their

market power.

4 Econometric Method

This section explains how the models are compared. I first describe the identifica-

tion (Section 4.1) and estimation (Section 4.2) of bidders’ marginal values, and there-

fore their bid shading, in each model. Section 4.3 then describes the testing procedure

which is based on the relative amount of bid shading implied by the models.

4.1 Identification

In Model T , the marginal value of bidder i ∈ N at the quantity that they demand

at step k ∈ {1, ..., Ki} of their bid function is equal to their bid at step k, bi,k.
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In Model S(ρ), bidders’ marginal values must satisfy Equation 1 in any type-

symmetric Bayesian Nash Equilibrium. This condition can be used to recover bidders’

unobserved marginal values at the quantities they demand at the steps of their bid

functions from the observed bids, identifying their bid shading at these quantities.23

If bidder i does not expect to submit a bid at the same price as another bidder and

therefore “tie” if their bid is marginal, their marginal value at the quantity they demand

at step k can be readily estimated (see Equation 3 in Online Appendix A.2). However,

ties are important in our setting because bidders frequently submit bids at the same

prices as other bidders. For goods A and B, respectively, 69% and 20% of bids are

submitted at prices at which at least one other bidder bids in the same auction.

Allowing for ties makes identification more complex because the bidder is rationed

pro rata if the auction price equals their bid. To evaluate the benefit of the quantity

deviation, we therefore need to know the quantity the bidder will win if they do tie,

which depends on the rationing coefficient, and their marginal value function between

the quantity they win and the quantity they demand.

I therefore make two assumptions in order to identify bidders’ marginal values in

Model S(ρ). The first assumption is that bidder i’s marginal valuation function is flat

around the quantity that they demand, so that their marginal value at the quantity that

they win when rationed is the same as their marginal value at the quantity they demand.

For bidders who submit one bid (67% of bidders per auction in our sample), this cor-

responds to the assumption made by Kastl (2011) for identification when allowing for

ties in Model S(0).24 Some natural alternative assumptions would achieve the same

result, e.g. that the marginal value function is piecewise linear.

23Grace (2024) provides additional necessary conditions for equilibrium in Model S(0) which can
be used to set-identify bidders’ full marginal valuation functions.

24Kastl (2011) assumes that the expected marginal valuation function in the range yi ∈
[E[yi|P g = bi,k ∧ Tieg], qi,k] is constant at vg,h (qi,k, θi). For bidders who submit more than one bid
per auction, allowing for risk aversion also requires the stronger assumption that the marginal valuation
function is also flat between the quantity that the bidder demands at step k and the quantity they are
allocated when rationed at step k + 1.
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The second assumption is that the rationing coefficient that bidder i expects to face

at price bi,k, conditional on the strategy profile in Model S(ρ), is deterministic. This

approximates a situation in which the bidder does not take the variation in their net

utility from the auction into account when evaluating the marginal benefit of winning

an additional unit at a auction price equal to their bid.25

Under these assumptions, the necessary condition for bidders’ strategies to be an

equilibrium in Model S(ρ) simplifies, as shown in Online Appendix A.3, to:

E

[
eρ

gP gqi,k
(
vg,h(qi,k, θi)− P g

)∣∣∣P g ∈ (bi,k+1, bi,k)
]
P(P g ∈ (bi,k+1, bi,k)) (2)

+ eρ
g((1−rgi,k)(v

g,h(qi,k,θi)−bi,k)+bi,k)(qi,k−qi,k−1)ṽkP(P
g = bi,k ∧ Tieg)

+ eρ
g(rgi,k+1(qi,k+1−qi,k)(bi,k+1−vg,h(qi,k,θi))+bi,k+1qi,k)ṽk+1P(P

g = bi,k+1 ∧ Tieg)

=


qi,k

∂
∂ϵ

(
E

[
P̃ g(ϵ)I

(
P̃ g(ϵ) ∈ [bi,k+1, bi,k]

)]) ∣∣∣∣
ϵ=0

if ρg = 0

1
ρg

∂
∂ϵ

(
E

[
eρ

gP̃ g(ϵ)qi,kI

(
P̃ g(ϵ) ∈ [bi,k+1, bi,k]

)]) ∣∣∣∣
ϵ=0

if ρg > 0

where ṽk =
(
vg,h

(
qi,k, θi

)
− bi,k

)
rgi,k and ṽk+1 =

(
vg,h(qi,k+1, θi)− bi,k+1

)(
1− rgi,k+1

)
.

This can be solved numerically to recover bidders’ marginal values, by choosing a

risk aversion parameter and using the bidding data to estimate bidders’ beliefs over the

distribution of the auction price and the impact of their own bids on this distribution.

Because it is not possible to identify the degree of risk aversion from Equation 2, I

test the relative performance of models which differ in this parameter in Section 4.3.

4.2 Estimation

I estimate each bidder’s marginal values at the quantities they demand at the steps

of their bid function separately for each auction in which they participate.

For Model T , the marginal value of bidder i ∈ N at the quantity they demand at

25We could relax the assumption by estimating the bidder’s net utility for each realisation of the
rationing coefficient and weighting by the probability of its occurrence. This would be difficult to
estimate precisely given the available data.
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step k of their bid function is trivially estimated by their bid at step k, bi,k.

For Model S(ρ), we must estimate bidders’ beliefs over the distribution of the auc-

tion price in order to estimate their values. Under the assumption that bidders are

playing a Bayesian Nash Equilibrium, each bidder forms beliefs over the distribution

of auction prices that are consistent with other players’ strategies in equilibrium, given

their prior. Guerre et al. (2000) provide a technique to recover bidders’ unobserved

beliefs from the observed distribution of bids, which exploits the fact that the set of ob-

served bids are the bidders’ strategy profile in a pure-strategy equilibrium for a given

realisation of signals. They show that, assuming equilibrium, the realized bid distribu-

tion can be used to estimate bidders’ beliefs without specifying a functional form or

making distributional assumptions.

Hortaçsu (2002) proposes a resampling procedure to implement this technique for

multi-unit auctions, which consistently estimates each bidder’s beliefs of the distri-

bution of the auction prices, conditional on their strategy. Intuitively, each bidder is

best responding to the strategies of other bidders, and each observed bid function cor-

responds to another bidder’s optimal strategy for a particular signal realisation. And

so, holding a bidder’s strategy fixed, the observed bid distribution reflects the bidder’s

beliefs over the signal distribution. (In line with the model described in Section 3.1, a

bidder who submits bids on both goods is treated as two separate bidders.)

The resampling procedure is as follows. Fixing bidder i in auction t, where i be-

longs to group N g,h, g ∈ {A,B}, h ∈ {1, 2}, I construct a stratified sample of other

bidders, denoted Oi,t = {OA,1
i,t ,OA,2

i,t ,OB,1
i,t ,OB,2

i,t }, from the bidding data as described

below. The observation (i′, t′) ∈ Og,h
i,t corresponds to the set of bids (i.e. individual

bid function) submitted by bidder i′ in group (g, h) in auction t′ for a particular reali-

sation of their signal. I draw N g,h − 1 observations from Og,h
i,t and N g′,h′ observations

from Og′,h′

i,t , (g′, h′) ̸= (g, h), with replacement. I calculate the equilibrium given the

bids submitted by both the drawn bidders and the fixed bidder, and repeat this a large
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number of times for the fixed bidder. This yields an empirical distribution of auction

prices, conditional on the bidder’s own strategy.26

The resulting empirical distribution of auction prices for good g can be used to con-

sistently estimate the expectation terms in Equation 2. The derivative term is estimated

using a numerical derivative, as described in Kastl (2011). Given these estimates, the

marginal values at the quantities demanded at the steps of bidder i’s bid function can

be recovered iteratively, starting with the value at step k = Kg
i (for which qi,k+1 = 0).

The sample, Oi,t, is a subset of all the bid functions submitted by the N potential

bidders across the auctions. For the resampling procedure to yield a consistent esti-

mator of bidder i’s beliefs, two conditions on Oi,t must hold. First, the distribution

of signals implied by Oi,t must be a consistent estimator for the true distribution of

signals that bidder i faces in auction t. Second, the other bidders in Oi,t must face the

same commonly known economic environment as bidder i faces in auction t and best

respond to it. In the main analysis, I define Oi,t = {(i′, t′) : (i′, t′) ̸= (i, t), t′ ∈ Yt},

where Yt is the set of auctions including auction t and its two nearest neighbors of the

same term, and stratify by the grouping defined in Section 2.3.27 This aims to main-

tain consistency in the economic environment and therefore signal distribution, while

increasing precision by pooling bids from neighboring auctions.

4.3 Testing Procedure

Models S(ρ) and T have different implications for bidders’ marginal values and

therefore for their bid shading. The testing procedure exploits these differences to

compare the fit of the alternative models of behavior.
26Only a finite number of signal realisations is ever (implicitly) observed and the empirical distribu-

tion of auction prices may not have full support. This means that the conditional expectation terms may
not be identified and the derivative of the auction price may be numerically unstable. So I use kernel
density estimation to smooth the distribution and ensure full support, discretized at integer prices.

27The term to maturity of liquidity in each monthly auction follows a sequence. Two 3-month term
auctions are followed by a 6-month term one. Anecdotal evidence suggests that some bidders participate
in the ILTR auctions at regular 3- and 6-month intervals, with the intention to roll over the ILTR loan
with the same piece of collateral. To eliminate the impact of correlated signals of this kind, I choose the
two nearest neighbors, rather than three or more.
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Ideally we would compare the bid shading implied by each candidate model to

the actual amount of bid shading. Naturally, the candidate model with the smaller

prediction error would be the better approximation.

Because the actual amount of bid shading is unobserved, I follow Backus et al.’s

(2021) approach, which uses instrumental variables to mimic this comparison. Bid-

ders’ true marginal values for liquidity are assumed to be mean independent of the

instruments. Under this assumption, bidders’ values are uncorrelated with the pro-

jection of their bid shading on the instruments (i.e. the variation in the bid shading

explained by the variation in the instruments). A particular candidate model is there-

fore a better approximation if it generates a smaller covariance between its estimated

values and the projection of its estimated bid shading. Broadly speaking, the testing

procedure is based on the relative size of these covariances.

The test compares the fit of two competing models of behavior. One advantage is

that the test remains valid even if the two models are misspecified as it only assesses

their relative performance.28 This is particularly relevant in the empirical auction liter-

ature, in which a model is often required but is necessarily a simplification of reality.29

For a pair of models m = {1, 2} and a measure of the model fit of each, Qm, the

null hypothesis is that the two measures are equal, whereas the two alternatives are that

the fit of one model is better than the other: H0 : Q1 = Q2, H1 : Q1 < Q2, H2 : Q1 >

Q2. In our test, a larger Qm implies a worse model fit. So H1 implies that Model 1 is

a better fit than Model 2, and H2 is analogous for Model 2.

The test is based on the relationship between the model-implied marginal values

28Grace (2024) analyses an external measure of fit of Model S(0), by estimating lower bounds on
the bidding costs implied by the model.

29For example, I compare Model S(0), which assumes bidders have correct beliefs about the distri-
bution of other bidders’ bids, to Model T , in which bidders bid truthfully regardless of their beliefs. If
neither model is correct, and the correct model is a version of Model S(0), in which bidders have incor-
rect beliefs (or do not know the distribution of bids and their priors are incorrect), then the procedure
tests whether Model T or Model S(0) is a better approximation. For example, if bidders believe they
face much stronger competition than in reality, Model T might be the better approximation.
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and a function of a set of instruments, denoted z, which are correlated with bidders’ bid

shading but uncorrelated with their true marginal values. One example of an instrument

is the number of other bidders: with independent private values, the number of other

bidders in the auction affects a bidder’s market power but not their value. I define the

true marginal value of bidder i at step k of their bid function in auction t by vi,k,t, a

function of a set of exogenous characteristics, x, and an additively separable residual

value, ωi,k,t. The critical assumption is that conditional on x, the true residual value is

mean independent of the instruments, z, i.e. E [ωi,k,t|x, z] = 0.

In each model, the bidder’s marginal value is the sum of their observed bid and

model-implied bid shading. Let vmi,k,t = bi,k,t + µm
i,k,t be the marginal value of bidder

i at step k in auction t under the assumptions of Model m, where bi,k,t is the bid price

and µm
i,k,t is the bid shading. (The corresponding residual values implied by Model m

are denoted ωm
i,k,t.) In Model T , µT

i,k,t = 0 so the bidder’s value is simply their bid,

vTi,k,t = bi,k,t. By contrast, bid shading is not necessarily zero in Model S(ρ), and the

model-implied value is vS(ρ)i,k,t = bi,k,t + µ
S(ρ)
i,k,t .

To provide intuition for the test, I first show how an incorrect model is falsi-

fied in a simple example in which it is compared to the correct one. In this ex-

ample, let x be a constant so that we can ignore the distinction between vi,k,t and

ωi,k,t and suppose that Model T is correct and Model S(0) is incorrect. The bid-

der’s true marginal value is therefore equal to the marginal value implied by Model

T , vi,k,t = vTi,k,t = bi,k,t. Moreover, because their true value is equal to their bid, the

marginal value implied by Model S(0) is the sum of the true marginal value and the

bid shading, i.e. vS(0)i,k,t = bi,k,t + µ
S(0)
i,k,t = vi,k,t + µ

S(0)
i,k,t . So the covariance between the

model-implied marginal valuations and a valid instrument, e.g. zi,k,t, will be zero for

Model T and non-zero for Model S(0): Cov(vTi,k,t, zi,k,t) = Cov(vi,k,t, zi,k,t) = 0

and Cov(v
S(0)
i,k,t , zi,k,t) = Cov(bi,k,t, zi,k,t) + Cov(µ

S(0)
i,k,t , zi,k,t) = Cov(vi,k,t, zi,k,t) +

Cov(µ
S(0)
i,k,t , zi,k,t) = Cov(µ

S(0)
i,k,t , zi,k,t) ̸= 0. The crux of the test is that the correct
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model has zero covariance and a larger covariance implies a worse model fit, so the

test is based on the relative magnitude of the covariances.

The steps of the test modified from Backus et al. (2021) are as follows.

1. For the two models m = {1, 2},

(a) For each step k of bidder i’s bid function in auction t, estimate the bid

shading, µm
i,k,t, and calculate the implied values, vmi,k,t = bi,k,t + µm

i,k,t.

(b) Estimate vmi,k,t as a function of the set of exogenous characteristics x (spec-

ified below), vmi,k,t = h(x) + ωm
i,k,t, and obtain the residuals, ω̂m

i,k,t.

2. Estimate the difference in bid shading between the models as a function of x

and the instruments, z, i.e. ∆µi,k,t = µ1
i,k,t − µ2

i,k,t = g(x, z) + ζi,k,t, where z

and the function, g(.), are specified below. Obtain the predictions, ∆µ̂i,k,t.30

3. For each model, compute the value of the moment, Q̂m =
(

1
n

∑
i,k,t ω̂

m
i,k,t∆µ̂i,k,t

)2

,

where n is the number of observations.

4. Estimate the standard error, σ̂√
n

, of the difference between the moments, (Q̂1 −

Q̂2), by repeating Steps 1–3 on bootstrapped samples.31

5. Compute the test statistic, T =
√
n(Q̂1−Q̂2)

σ̂
, which is distributed N (0, 1).

The set of exogenous characteristics, x, which affect both bidders’ values and their

bid shading, includes auction-specific dummy variables, which control for heterogene-

ity in bidders’ values across time, and a dummy variable equal to one if the bidder is

large (as defined in Section 2.3.32 The set x also includes a dummy variable equal to

one if the bid corresponds to the last step in a bidder’s bid function; this is intended

to control for variation in bidders’ values at the bid-bidder-auction level (our unit of
30This specification is chosen to maximize the power of the test (see Backus et al. (2021) for details).
31I follow Backus et al. (2021) and Roussille and Scuderi (2022) and treat the bid shading estimates

for each model as data.
32Good-specific dummies are included in x in the test which pools bids across goods.
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observation), conditional on the bidder’s size and on the auction.33,34

For the set of instruments, z, I use measures of the strength of competition that a

bidder faces in the auction (listed below). The main assumption for these instruments

to satisfy the exogeneity condition, i.e. E [ωi,k,t|x, z] = 0, is that bidders have in-

dependent private values (the IPV Assumption). Section 3.1 gives three reasons for

why this assumption seems reasonable in my setting. For the instruments to be rele-

vant, they must be correlated with the difference in bid shading between the competing

models. Because one of the models is the conventional strategic model in which bid-

ders are assumed to have consistent beliefs about the distribution of other bidders’

bids, measures of the strength of competition are also relevant instruments.

There are many potential ways to measure the strength of competition. For a given

bidder, this includes the number of bidders, or small or large bidders, for each good

in the auction excluding the bidder themself (where size is defined in Section 2.3);

the probability distribution of the auction price for each good that the bidder expects

would occur if they did not bid at all, and moments of this distribution; and moments of

the distribution of bids excluding the bidder’s own bids. The IPV Assumption ensures

that these statistics, which depend on other bidders’ bids and their entry decisions, are

valid instruments because bidder i’s own valuation is mean independent of them.

Specifically, for bidder i in auction t, the set of instruments, which satisfy the

exogeneity condition under the IPV Assumption, includes:

• For goods g = {A,B}, number of bidders, number of small bidders, and number

of large bidders, each excluding bidder i, in auction t35

• The average bid in auction t, excluding the bids of bidder i
33The quantities demanded at the bids are excluded from x because, if Model S(ρ) is the correct

model of behavior, they are an equilibrium outcome and therefore endogenous to bidders’ values. In
principle, we could alternatively find additional instruments for the quantities demanded, or estimate
bidders’ marginal values at all quantities (not just the quantities demanded at the steps of the bidders’
bid functions), which would require additional identifying conditions (see Grace (2024)).

34Online Appendix B repeats the analysis excluding the last-step dummy from x.
35The model is estimated using a random forest so multicollinearity is not an issue.
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• For P g
i,t, calculated by excluding bidder i’s bids when estimating the equilibrium

distribution of the auction price (using the procedure in Section 4.2),

– The conditional expected price for good A, E
[
PA
i,t ≤ X

]
for X = [1, 5, 10]

– The conditional expected price for good B, E
[
PB
i,t ≤ X

]
for X = [6, ..., 40]

– The conditional expected price differences for B: (X−E
[
X − 5 ≤ PB

i,t ≤ X
]
)

for X = [6, ..., 40] and (X −E
[
X − 10 ≤ PB

i,t ≤ X
]
) for X = [6, ..., 40]36

• All of the above set interacted with good-term-specific dummies

This implies a large number of potential instruments (equal to 460). Following

Backus et al. (2021), I therefore project this set of instruments onto their principal

components and select the three leading principal components as the three instruments

to be used in the estimation; these explain 80% of the variation in the original to in-

clude in z. The relationship between the instruments—measures of competition—and

bid shading, are non-linear (see Equation 1 for Model S(ρ)). To capture these non-

linearities, the functions h(.) and g(.) are estimated using a random forest.

I restrict the set of observations to bids strictly above the reserve prices.37 Ob-

servations are weighted by the quantities demanded to ensure that the results are not

driven by the fact that small bidders might submit bids far below their marginal values

in Model S(ρ) because the model implies that they are constrained in the number of

bids that they submit.

5 Results

5.1 Model Fit

I run the test for pairs of models including Model T and Model S(ρ) with different

degrees of risk aversion. Results are reported in Table 4. The first set of results includes

bidders for both goods. For these tests, Model S(ρ) is estimated with a common
36The bounds of the conditional expectations represent sensible points on the distribution of bids

(see Table 2). They capture the range of auction prices that are likely to occur.
37Bids at the reserve prices might correspond to bidders who would have optimally submitted bids

below the reserve (corresponding to larger bid shading) in Model S(ρ) if negative bids were allowed.
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rationing coefficient for all bidders (written as a single parameter, ρ, for shorthand).

The second and third sets of results only include bidders for good A and bidders for

good B, respectively. For these cases, the test results for one good do not depend

on the risk aversion of bidders for the other good, so I only specify the relevant risk

aversion parameter (also written as a single parameter, ρ, for shorthand).

The test statistic when comparing Model T (Model 1) to Model S(0) (Model 2)

when pooling the two goods is -1.982, so Model T outperforms at the 2.5% signifi-

cance level. Table 4 shows that this is driven by Model T providing significantly better

fit than Model S(0) for good B, but the models fitting equally well for good A. More-

over, Model T outperforms Model S(ρ) for low levels of risk aversion and Model S(ρ)

fits the data better for higher values of ρ for good B, but the fit across models cannot be

differentiated for good A. There are two possible explanations for these differences.

First, the definition of the two goods suggests that bidders for good B could plau-

sibly be more risk averse than bidders for good A. Good B corresponds to funds lent

against less liquid collateral assets, which typically have fairly illiquid secondary mar-

kets. A bidder for good B, who does not win in the BoE’s auctions may have limited

opportunities to obtain the loan elsewhere, unlike bidders for good A, who typically

face a liquid secondary market.

Second, we have less power to discriminate between the different models for good

A. 85.1% of bids for good A are between 0 and 5 basis points (and have to be a whole

basis point), and the auction price is rarely above 2 basis points. This means that there

is less variation in the observed bids, and therefore estimated values. This lack of

variation makes it difficult to discriminate between models.

The results for good B show that Model T outperforms Model S(ρ) for low de-

grees of risk aversion, suggesting that truthful bidding is a better approximation than

the conventional risk-neutral strategic model. Moreover, Model S(ρ) with high de-

grees of risk aversion outperforms Model S(0), so risk aversion improves the fit of the
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Table 4: Testing results

Both goods

Model 1 Model 2

S(0) S(0.1) S(0.2) S(0.3) S(0.4) S(0.5) S(1)
T -1.982 -1.758 -1.662 -1.551 -1.487 -1.310 -1.085

S(0) 0.054 0.071 1.556 1.646 1.739 1.885

Good A

Model 1 Model 2

S(0) S(0.1) S(0.2) S(0.3) S(0.4) S(0.5) S(1)
T 0.215 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.193

S(0) 0.014 0.011 0.009 0.006 -0.002 -0.040

Good B

Model 1 Model 2

S(0) S(0.1) S(0.2) S(0.3) S(0.4) S(0.5) S(1)
T -2.574 -2.318 -2.112 -2.101 -1.882 -1.770 -1.447

S(0) 0.279 1.359 1.790 2.011 2.394 2.574
Note: Each entry shows the test statistic for Model 1 vs. Model 2, so that a negative entry indicates that Model 1 has better model
fit than Model 2 (and a positive entry indicates the converse). The test statistic is distributed N (0, 1) so the standard critical
values apply: -1.645 for a 5% confidence level; -1.960 for 2.5%; -2.326 for 1%.

conventional model. Online Appendix B shows that the test results are very similar

when Model S(ρ) is estimated under the assumption that bidders do not tie.38

5.2 Rationalizing Truthful Bidding

The results of the pairwise tests show that if bidders are sufficiently risk averse,

both Model T , i.e. truthful bidding, and Model S(ρ), i.e. strategic bidding, fit the

data equally well. This is because bidders’ optimal strategies in both models are to bid

approximately according to their true values if ρ is sufficiently high. Alternatively, if

bidders have a low degree of risk aversion, Model T fits the data significantly better

than Model S(ρ). Moreover, truthful bidding is the most natural comparator to the

conventional strategic model because bidders’ optimal strategies in Model S(ρ) may be

to bid above or below their values. This suggests that a model in which bids correspond

38Appendix F of Grace (2024) also analyses an external measure of fit of Model S(0) based on the
size of the bidding costs required to explain the data under the assumptions of the model.
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to bidders’ true marginal values might be a reasonable approximation.

I consider two ways to rationalize this “truthful bidding”. First, bidders are suffi-

ciently risk averse that they bid truthfully even if they are best responding to correct

beliefs about the economic environment and other participants’ behavior, i.e. the as-

sumptions of Model S(ρ) hold. Second, regardless of their degree of risk aversion,

bidders face sufficiently high costs of calculating the optimal strategy that it is more

profitable to avoid this cost by bidding in a different way—simply bidding according

to one’s value is a natural alternative.39 I consider these two explanations in turn.

Risk Aversion With a sufficiently high degree of risk aversion, Model S(ρ)

predicts that bidders will bid according to their true marginal values, i.e. Model S(ρ)

and Model T will predict the same behavior. This explains the results of the pairwise

test in Table 4. The difference in model fit between Model T and Model S(ρ) is

insignificant if ρ ≥ 1 (i.e. log(ρ) ≥ 0) for good B, and for all ρ for good A, implying

that the models explain the data equally well.

There are two potential reasons why risk aversion may be a suitable assumption in

the BoE’s liquidity auctions. First, the incentives of the manager tasked with bidding

on behalf of the participant may lead to risk-averse behavior within a principal-agent

framework.40 Second, the financial institutions themselves may be risk averse, given

the auctions are intended to provide liquidity insurance, suggesting bidders may be

willing to pay higher prices to reduce the uncertainty in their allocations. Because the

sample period turned out to be relatively stable and participants’ bids did not appear to

reflect acute liquidity needs, the principal-agent interpretation seems more appropriate.

To examine the degree of risk aversion required for bidders to bid truthfully in

Model S(ρ), Figure 2 plots the absolute value of bid shading implied by Model S(ρ)

against the log of the risk aversion parameter, log(ρ). It shows that almost all bidders

39The two explanations are not mutually exclusive. The cost of calculating the optimal strategy
required to rationalize truthful bidding is decreasing in the degree of risk aversion.

40Gordy (1999) describes a manager tasked with bidding in the auction, who has a concave payoff
function either because of their own risk preferences or because of the remuneration structure.
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(a) Good A (b) Good B

Figure 2: Bid shading in Model S(ρ)

bid approximately truthfully in Model S(ρ) if log(ρ) ≥ 4. In this range, the mean and

90th percentile of absolute bid shading for good B (weighted by quantity demanded)

are less than 0.43 and 1 basis point, respectively. The mean and 90th percentile for

good A are both less than 0.15 basis points.

To put this in context, a bidder in the 3-month auctions with log(ρ) = 4 facing a

50-50 bet to lose £100,000 or gain X would accept if X > £100,109.41 (A bidder in

the 6-month auctions would accept if X > £100,209.)42 This suggests that a fairly low

degree of risk aversion is needed for truthful bidding to be optimal.

The degree of risk aversion that is sufficient for truthful bidding to be approxi-

mately optimal in Model S(ρ) is consistent with the degree of risk aversion found in

Treasury auctions, which are the closest settings to my study in which risk aversion

has been estimated. Armantier and Sbaı̈ (2006) estimate CARA parameters for small

and large bidders in French Treasury auctions, which are approximately equivalent to

log(ρ) = 9.83 and log(ρ) = 5.04, respectively. In US Treasury auctions, Boyarchenko

et al. (2021) calibrate a parameter which is on average approximately equivalent to

41Online Appendix C provides the calculations for the results in this section.
42Aggregate bidder surplus, assuming bidders bid truthfully, is £220,461 per 3-month auction and

£326,687 per 6-month auction on average (weighted by the quantities allocated per auction).
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log(ρ) = 4.48. Using any of these values in Model S(ρ) in my setting would suggest

that truthful bidding can be rationalized by the fact that bidders are risk averse.

However, the degree of risk aversion estimated in auctions varies across studies.

When focusing only on primary dealers in Canadian Treasury auctions, Allen and Wit-

twer (2023) estimate a much smaller degree of risk aversion, approximately equivalent

to log(ρ) = −4.57. Unlike in Treasury auctions, bidders are not designated a “primary

dealer” status in the BoE’s liquidity auctions, and I do not have the necessary data to

condition the risk aversion parameter on other bidder characteristics. However, it is

plausible that risk aversion varies across bidders in my context. While my results sug-

gest that risk aversion can explain truthful bidding when setting a common parameter

ρ for all bidders, it may not be a sufficient explanation for individual bidders.

Cost of Sophistication An alternative way to explain truthful bidding is that

a more sophisticated strategy is complicated and calculating it requires too many re-

sources to be worthwhile. If the cost of calculating what would otherwise be the opti-

mal strategy, i.e. the “cost of sophistication”, is larger than the difference in expected

utility between this strategy and bidding according to the bidder’s true value for liquid-

ity, the bidder prefers to bid truthfully. Hortaçsu and Puller (2008) find that a cost of

sophistication best explains the fact that smaller bidders in Texan electricity markets

persistently deviate from profit-maximizing behavior.

This interpretation of truthful bidding corresponds to Swinkels (2001) and Chakraborty

and Englebrecht-Wiggans (2006), which show that the loss from bidding truthfully

rather than strategically becomes arbitrarily small as the number of bidders increases

in discrete multi-unit auctions. In these studies, truthful bidding is an ε-equilibrium, in

which the “ε” can be interpreted as the cost of determining what otherwise would be

the optimal strategy. If the incremental profit from this strategy is small, only a small

cost of calculating it is required for truthful bidding to be a best response.

In the ILTR auctions, I estimate the incremental profit from what otherwise would
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be the optimal strategy for each bidder in the absence of a cost of sophistication, as-

suming bidders bid truthfully. If a bidder chooses to bids truthfully, the cost must be

larger than the incremental profit. The estimate therefore provides a lower bound on

the cost of sophistication that can explain why bidders bid truthfully.

Specifically, I compare the expected surplus for each bidder from submitting the

optimal bid function with two steps, to submitting a bid function which corresponds to

their true marginal valuation function, under the assumption that bidders are truthful

and risk neutral.43,44 The expected surplus from the optimal strategy would be larger if

we estimated the optimal bid function with three or more steps rather than two (which

would increase the lower bound), but it is likely that the difference would be small.45

I find that the average lower bound on the cost of sophistication is 4.28% of bidder

surplus for bidders for good A and 5.11% for bidders for good B. This suggests that

a relatively small cost of determining the optimal strategy can rationalize truthful bid-

ding. Equivalently, if bidders’ actual strategies are to bid truthfully, they obtain up to

95% of the surplus that would have been generated by the two-step optimal bid func-

tion. This suggests that a relatively small amount of surplus is ‘left on the table’ by

bidding truthfully. By comparison, Hortaçsu and Puller (2008) find that bidders’ ac-

tual strategies generate between 0% and 80% (excluding loss-making bidders) of that

generated by the optimal response (based on the information available to the bidders

at the time of bidding).

43I estimate the surpluses and optimal two-step bid function by estimating the distribution of other
bidders’ bids and implementing a grid search across all bid prices and quantity increments of 0.25% of
the maximum supply. For bidders whose bid functions do not lie on this grid, I take the lower envelope
of their bid functions as their “truthful” bid function (for bidders who submit more than two bids, I take
the lower envelope of the highest two bids they submit). This approach is described in Grace (2024).

44Risk aversion would reduce the incremental profit from the optimal strategy.
45One reason is that Grace (2024) estimates the surpluses of optimal bid functions with different

numbers of steps and finds that the benefit of a second step can be large whereas the benefit of a third step
is small. Moreover, Kastl (2012) shows that the loss from using a step function rather than a continuous
bid function decreases at a quadratic rate, suggesting that the additional surplus from additional steps
would also be small. Estimating the optimal bid function becomes very computationally intensive with
many steps, so I only estimate the two-step optimal bid function.
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6 Conclusion

The Bank of England (BoE) introduced its liquidity auctions both to efficiently

provide liquidity insurance to financial institutions and to provide better information to

the BoE about market conditions. The design—a Product-Mix Auction—is efficient if

bids correspond to bidders’ true marginal values for loans. Moreover, Paul Fisher (then

Executive Director at the BoE) noted at the time that the pattern of bids gives a signal

of market stress “because bids in the auctions should provide accurate information

on individual banks’ demand for liquidity and the prices they are willing to pay for

it” (Fisher, 2011a pp.11). That is, bids were understood as expressing bidders’ true

valuations for loans. If the bids were instead viewed through the model of behavior

which is more conventional in the literature—bidders choose to submit bids which

may differ from their true values in order to maximize their own expected surplus—

the measured efficiency of, and information gleaned from, the auctions would change.

I therefore compare the relative performance of these alternative models of behav-

ior. I find that bidding behavior is better explained by a model of “truthful bidding”

than by a conventional model in which bidders are both strategic and risk neutral, using

a testing procedure based on model fit developed by Backus et al. (2021). Moreover, I

build on Kastl’s (2011) framework to allow for risk aversion, and I find that the degree

of risk aversion required for truthful bidding to be approximately optimal within the

conventional model is consistent with that found in studies of risk aversion that are the

most similar to my setting. Alternatively, truthful bidding can be rationalized by a cost

of determining the optimal strategy, and so can be interpreted as an ε-equilibrium as in

Swinkels (2001) and Chakraborty and Englebrecht-Wiggans (2006).

Importantly, I have not confirmed that bidders do indeed bid truthfully in the BoE’s

liquidity auctions but only that this simple model of behavior—truthful bidding—is an

improvement on the conventional model. There may be alternative models that I have

not considered that fit the data even better.
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A Mathematical Appendix

A.1 Proof of Proposition 1

Kastl (2011) proves Proposition 1 for ρg = 0. I follow his approach for the case

of ρg > 0. With a slight abuse of notation, it is helpful to define P g(0) and yi(0) by

the equilibrium auction price of good g and bidder i’s equilibrium allocation, respec-

tively, under the original strategy profile, σ(Θ); and to define P g(ϵ) and yi(ϵ) by the

equilibrium auction price of good g and bidder i’s equilibrium allocation, respectively,

if bidder i unilaterally deviates to a strategy in which their type θi demands a quantity

(qi,k − ϵ), ϵ > 0, at step k and the rest of the strategy profile, including the rest of their

strategy, is unchanged.

For ρg > 0, we aim to evaluate the limit

limϵ→0
1
ϵ

(
E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(yi(ϵ),P

g(ϵ))
)]

− E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(yi(0),P

g(0))
)])

where Ui(.)

is shorthand for Ui(.|θi) and E[.] is shorthand for EΘ−i
[.]. Equation 1 divides the im-

pact of bidder i’s deviation into the impact on the quantity allocated to bidder i and

the impact on the expected auction price conditional on winning. To do this, I follow

Kastl’s (2011) approach by partitioning the state space as follows:

θ1k(x) = {Θ−i : bi,k+1 < P g(x) ≤ bi,k, yi(x) = qi,k − x}

θ2k(x) =
{
Θ−i : P

g(x) = bi,k, yi(x) = yRi (qi,k − x− qi,k−1) : qi,k−1 < yRi < qi,k − x
}

θ3k(x) =
{
Θ−i : P

g(x) = bi,k+1, yi(x) = yRi (qi,k+1 − qi,k + x) : qi,k − x < yRi < qi,k+1

}
θ4k(x) = {Θ−i : bi,k < P g(x), yi(x) ≤ qi,k−1}

θ5k(x) = {Θ−i : P
g(x) < bi,k+1, qi,k+1 ≤ yi(x)}

for x ∈ {0, ϵ}, where ϵ > 0 and yRi (q) is the quantity that bidder i is allocated when ra-

tioned, given the quantity they demand at the margin is q. We then define subsets of θ2k

and θ3k: ω1k(ϵ) {Θ−i : Θ−i ∈ θ2k(0) ∩ θ1k(ϵ)}, ω2k(ϵ) = {Θ−i : Θ−i ∈ θ2k(0) ∩ θ3k(ϵ)} ,

and ω3k(ϵ) = {Θ−i : Θ−i ∈ θ1k(0) ∩ θ3k(ϵ)}.
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We have that
∑3

j=1P (θjk(0)) =
∑3

j=1P (θjk(ϵ)) because the deviation only changes

bidder i’s outcome in cases in which the auction price is weakly between their bid

prices at steps k and k+1. By the Law of Total Probability, we can evaluate the utility

function piecewise using the definition of the partition. We therefore aim to evaluate:

lim
ϵ→0

1
ϵ

(
E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(yi(ϵ),P

g(ϵ))
)]

− E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(yi(0),P

g(0))
)])

= lim
ϵ→0

1
ϵ

(
E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k−ϵ,P g(ϵ))

)
; θ1k(0)

]
− E

[
1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,P

g(ϵ))
)
; θ1k(0)

])
+ lim

ϵ→0

1
ϵ

(
E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(y

R
i (qi,k−ϵ−qi,k−1),bi,k)

)
; θ2k(0)

]
− E

[
1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(y

R
i (qi,k−qi,k−1),bi,k)

)
; θ2k(0)

])
+ lim

ϵ→0

1
ϵ

(
E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(y

R
i (qi,k+1−qi,k+ϵ),bi,k+1)

)
; θ3k(0)

]
− E

[
1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(y

R
i (qi,k+1−qi,k),bi,k+1)

)
; θ3k(0)

])
+ lim

ϵ→0

1
ϵ

(
E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,P

g(ϵ))
)
− 1

ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,P

g(0))
)
;∪3

j=1θjk(0)
])

+ lim
ϵ→0

1
ϵ

(
E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,bi,k)

)
;ω1k(ϵ)

]
− E

[
1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(y

R
i (qi,k−ϵ−qi,k−1),bi,k)

)
;ω1k(ϵ)

]
+ E

[
1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,bi,k)

)
;ω2k(ϵ)

]
− E

[
1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(y

R
i (qi,k−ϵ−qi,k−1),bi,k)

)
;ω2k(ϵ)

]
+ E

[
1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(y

R
i (qi,k+1−qi,k+ϵ),bi,k+1)

)
;ω3k(ϵ)

]
− E

[
1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,bi,k+1)

)
;ω3k(ϵ)

]
+ E

[
1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(y

R
i (qi,k+1−qi,k+ϵ),bi,k+1)

)
;ω2k(ϵ)

]
− E

[
1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,bi,k+1)

)
;ω2k(ϵ)

]
+ E

[
1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k−ϵ,P g(ϵ))

)
;ω1k(ϵ)

]
− E

[
1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,P

g(ϵ))
)
;ω1k(ϵ)

]
− E

[
1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k−ϵ,P g(ϵ))

)
;ω3k(ϵ)

]
+ E

[
1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,P

g(ϵ))
)
;ω3k(ϵ)

])
It follows from the definition of Ui(yi(x), P

g(x)) that ∂Ui(yi(x),P
g(x))

yi(x)
= vg,h(yi(x), θi)−
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P g(x). Applying L’Hôpital’s rule, the first three limits are

lim
ϵ→0

1
ϵ

(
E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k−ϵ,P g(ϵ))

)
; θ1k(0)

]
− E

[
1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,P

g(ϵ))
)
; θ1k(0)

])
= E

[
e−ρgUi(qi,k,P

g(0))
(
vg,h(qi,k, θi)− P g(0)

)
; θ1k(0)

]
,

lim
ϵ→0

1
ϵ

(
E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(y

R
i (qi,k−ϵ−qi,k−1),bi,k)

)
; θ2k(0)

]
− E

[
1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(y

R
i (qi,k−qi,k−1),bi,k)

)
; θ2k(0)

])
= E

[
e−ρgUi(y

R
i (qi,k−qi,k−1),bi,k)

(
vg,h(yRi (qi,k − qi,k−1), θi)− bi,k

)
; θ2k(0)

]
,

and

lim
ϵ→0

1
ϵ

(
E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(y

R
i (qi,k+1−qi,k+ϵ),bi,k+1)

)
; θ3k(0)

]
− E

[
1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(y

R
i (qi,k+1−qi,k),bi,k+1)

)
; θ3k(0)

])
= E

[
e−ρgUi(y

R
i (qi,k+1−qi,k),bi,k+1)

(
vg,h(yRi (qi,k+1 − qi,k), θi)− bi,k+1

)
; θ3k(0)

]
Now consider the fourth limit. We can show that the expectation term is continuous

in ϵ by first partitioning E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,P

g(ϵ))
)
;∪3

j=1θjk(0)
]
, into

E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,P

g(ϵ))
) ∣∣∣θ1k(0)]P (θ1k(0)),

E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,bi,k)

) ∣∣∣θ2k(0)]P (θ2k(0)),

and E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,bi,k+1

) ∣∣∣θ3k(0)]P (θ3k(0)). Because both
[
P g(ϵ)

∣∣θ1k(0)] ∈

[bi,k+1, bi,k] (so that
[
Ui(qi,k, P

g(ϵ)))
∣∣θ1k(0)] ≥ 0) and ρg > 0, it follows that the

exponential is bounded, i.e.
[
eρ

gUi(qi,k,P
g(ϵ))

∣∣θ1k(0)] ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore by the same

reasoning as Kastl’s (2011) Lemmas A3 and A4, E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,P

g(ϵ))
)∣∣θ1k(0)] is

continuous in ϵ at ϵ = 0 for a.e. θi ∈ Θi, is of bounded variation and satisfies the Luzin

N property and so is locally differentiable with respect to ϵ at ϵ = 0 for a.e. θi ∈ Θi.
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And so, applying L’Hôpital’s rule to the fourth limit:

lim
ϵ→0

1
ϵ

(
E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,P

g(ϵ))
)
− 1

ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,P

g(0))
)
;∪3

j=1θjk(0)
] )

= ∂
∂ϵ

(
E
[

1
ρg

(
1− e−ρgUi(qi,k,P

g(ϵ))
)
;∪3

j=1θjk(0)
] )∣∣∣

ϵ=0

And finally, we can express the expectations in the last limit in terms of their

conditional expectations, i.e. E
[

1
ρg

(
1 − e−ρgUi(y

g
i,k(x),P

g(x))
)
;ωjk(ϵ)

]
= E

[
1
ρg

(
1 −

e−ρgUi(y
g
i,k(x),P

g(x))
)∣∣∣ωjk(ϵ)

]
P
(
ωjk(ϵ)

)
for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and note that

limϵ→0

(
yRi (qi,k − ϵ− qi,k−1)

∣∣ωjk(ϵ)
)
= qi,k; limϵ→0

(
yRi (qi,k+1− qi,k−1+ ϵ)

∣∣ωjk(ϵ)
)
=

qi,k; limϵ→0

(
qi,k−1 − ϵ

∣∣ωjk(ϵ)
)
= qi,k; and, because Kastl’s (2011) Lemma 1 holds,

limϵ→0

(
P
(
ωjk(ϵ)

))
= 0. It follows from L’Hôpital’s rule that the last limit is zero

(see Kastl (2011) for details).

Combining these results, recalling the definitions of the θjks, observing both that

I(bi,k ≥ P g(ϵ) ≥ bi,k+1) = I (bi,k ≥ P g(0) ≥ bi,k+1) and that the deviation only af-

fects the quantity allocated to bidder i in the event of being rationed (i.e. in the sets

θ2k and θ3k) if another bidder is also rationed (i.e. bidder i “ties” on the margin), the

necessary condition for equilibrium, for ρg > 0, is the second case of Equation 1.

A.2 Equation 1 in the Case of No Ties

In the case that there are no ties on the margin for bidder i, the condition which

rules out profitable local deviations in the quantity that they demand is particularly

simple. The bidder’s gross utility,
∫ qi,k
0

vg,h(u, θi)du, is deterministic, conditional on

winning, as are their bidding costs, ci(Ki), so these elements do not enter into the

bidder’s tradeoff, even if they are risk averse. The only random component in their

utility function is the price that they must pay for the units that they win. If there are
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no ties then P(P g = bi,k+1 ∧ Tieg) = P(P g = bi,k ∧ Tieg) = 0, Equation 1 becomes

EΘ−i

[
e−ρgUi(qi,k,P

g |θi)
(
vg,h(qi,k, θi)− P g

) ∣∣∣bi,k > P g > bi,k+1

]
P(bi,k > P g > bi,k+1)

=


qi,k

∂
∂ϵ

(
EΘ−i

[
P̃ g(ϵ)I

(
bi,k ≥ P̃ g(ϵ) ≥ bi,k+1

)]) ∣∣∣∣
ϵ=0

if ρg = 0

1
ρg

∂
∂ϵ

(
EΘ−i

[
e−ρgUi(qi,k,P̃

g(ϵ)|θi)I
(
bi,k ≥ P̃ g(ϵ) ≥ bi,k+1

)]) ∣∣∣∣
ϵ=0

if ρg > 0

=⇒µi,k = vg,h(qi,k, θi)− bi,k

=
EΘ−i

[
eρ

gP gqi,kP g
∣∣∣bi,k > P g > bi,k+1

]
EΘ−i

[
eρ

gP gqi,k

∣∣∣bi,k > P g > bi,k+1

] − bi,k

+


Ωqi,k

∂
∂ϵ

(
EΘ−i

[
P̃ g(ϵ)I

(
bi,k ≥ P̃ g(ϵ) ≥ bi,k+1

)]) ∣∣∣∣
ϵ=0

if ρg = 0

Ω

∂
∂ϵ

(
EΘ−i

[
e
ρgP̃g(ϵ)qi,kI(bi,k≥P̃ g(ϵ)≥bi,k+1)

])∣∣∣∣
ϵ=0

ρgEΘ−i

[
e
ρgPgqi,k

∣∣bi,k>P g>bi,k+1

] if ρg > 0

(3)

where Ω = 1
P(bi,k>P g>bi,k+1)

.

A.3 Derivation of Equation 2

The main complexity in identfying bidders’ marginal values in Model S(ρ) comes

from allowing for ties. If both a bidder’s bid equals the auction price and another

bidder submits a bid at that same price, a marginal increase in the quantity the bid-

der demands at step k increases the quantity they are allocated by the product of the

marginal quantity they demand at step k and the rationing coefficient.46 The bidder’s

deviation in the quantity they demand therefore affects their utility differently in the

case that their bid is marginal relative to the case that their bid is strictly above the auc-

tion price. As described in Section 4.1, I therefore make two additional assumptions

to identify bidders’ values:

46The bidder is allocated the entire quantity they demand at step k − 1 as well as an amount which
is proportional to the marginal quantity they demand at step k. If the bidder ties, the deviation increases
their allocation by the product of the marginal quantity they demand at step k and the rationing coeffi-
cient because bids are rationed pro-rata. If the bidder does not tie, they are allocated the entire quantity
supplied on the margin, so a deviation in the quantity they demand has no impact on their allocation.
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Assumption 1 For bidder i ∈ N g,h, g ∈ {A,B}, h ∈ {1, 2}, vg,h (yi, θi) = vg,h (qi,k, θi)

∀yi ∈
[
qi,k−1 + rgi,k (qi,k − qi,k−1) , qi,k + rgi,k+1 (qi,k+1 − qi,k)

)
.

Assumption 2 The rationing coefficient for type θi ∈ Θi of bidder i ∈ N at step

k ∈ {1, ..., Ki}, conditional on the strategy profile σ(Θ), denoted rgi,k, is deterministic.

Under Assumptions 1 and 2, Equation 1 simplifies as follows. (Alternative natural

assumptions would achieve the same result.) First note that Assumption 2 implies that

E

[
∂yi
∂qi,k

∣∣∣P g = bi,k ∧ Tieg
]
= rgi,k and E

[
∂yi
∂qi,k

∣∣∣P g = bi,k+1 ∧ Tieg
]
= (1 − rgi,k+1).

Splitting up Ui(qi,k, P
g|θi) and Ui(qi,k, P̃

g(ϵ)|θi) into their constituent parts and can-

celling the deterministic components of the bidder’s expected utility implies

E

[
eρ

gP gqi,k
(
vg,h(qi,k, θi)− P g

) ∣∣∣P g ∈ (bi,k+1, bi,k)
]
P(P g ∈ (bi,k+1, bi,k))

+
(
e
ρg

∫ qi,k

(qi,k−1+r
g
i,k

(qi,k−qi,k−1))
vg,h(u,θi)du

eρ
gbi,k(qi,k−1+rgi,k(qi,k−qi,k−1))(

vg,h
(
qi,k−1 + rgi,k (qi,k − qi,k−1) , θi

)
− bi,k

)
rgi,k

)
P(P g = bi,k ∧ Tieg)

+
(
e−ρg

∫ (qi,k+r
g
i,k+1

(qi,k+1−qi,k))

qi,k
vg,h(u,θi)dueρ

gbi,k+1(qi,k+rgi,k+1(qi,k+1−qi,k))(
vg,h

(
qi,k + rgi,k+1 (qi,k+1 − qi,k) , θi

)
− bi,k+1

) (
1− rgi,k+1

) )
P(P g = bi,k+1 ∧ Tieg)

=


qi,k

∂
∂ϵ

(
E

[
P̃ g(ϵ)I

(
P̃ g(ϵ) ∈ [bi,k+1, bi,k]

)]) ∣∣∣∣
ϵ=0

if ρg = 0

1
ρg

∂
∂ϵ

(
E

[
eρ

gP̃ g(ϵ)qi,kI

(
P̃ g(ϵ) ∈ [bi,k+1, bi,k]

)]) ∣∣∣∣
ϵ=0

if ρg > 0

Then, applying Assumption 1 to the marginal valuation function yields Equation 2.
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Table 5: Testing results assuming no ties

Both goods

Model 1 Model 2

S(0) S(0.1) S(0.2) S(0.3) S(0.4) S(0.5) S(1)
T -1.764 -1.701 -1.655 -1.456 -1.408 -1.375 -1.243

S(0) 0.064 0.879 1.145 1.281 1.428 1.670

Good A

Model 1 Model 2

S(0) S(0.1) S(0.2) S(0.3) S(0.4) S(0.5) S(1)
T 0.019 0.018 0.018 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.014

S(0) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 -0.046

Good B

Model 1 Model 2

S(0) S(0.1) S(0.2) S(0.3) S(0.4) S(0.5) S(1)
T -2.322 -2.223 -2.174 -2.094 -2.014 -1.941 -1.770

S(0) 0.053 0.088 0.120 0.149 1.673 2.125
Note: Each entry shows the test statistic for Model 1 vs. Model 2, so that a negative entry indicates that Model 1 has better model
fit than Model 2 (and a positive entry indicates the converse). The test statistic is distributed N (0, 1) so the standard critical
values apply: -1.645 for a 5% confidence level; -1.960 for 2.5%; -2.326 for 1%.

B Robustness of the Test Results

Table 5 shows the test results with the bid shading in Model S(ρ) estimated under

the assumption that bidders do not tie and the testing specification identical to the

main analysis. Figure 3 plots the absolute value of bid shading implied by Model S(ρ)

against the log of the risk aversion parameter, log(ρ), assuming bidders do not tie.

Table 6 shows the test results, with the bid shading in Model S(ρ) estimated under

the assumption of the main model and the testing specification identical to the main

analysis except that the dummy variable for a last step in a bidder’s bid function is

excluded from the set of characteristics, x.
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(a) Good A (b) Good B

Figure 3: Bid shading in Model S(ρ) assuming no ties

Table 6: Testing results excluding the dummy for last step from x

Both goods

Model 1 Model 2

S(0) S(0.1) S(0.2) S(0.3) S(0.4) S(0.5) S(1)
T -1.609 -1.511 -1.464 -1.307 1.295 -1.101 -1.000

S(0) 0.060 0.085 0.094 0.099 1.342 1.724

Good A

Model 1 Model 2

S(0) S(0.1) S(0.2) S(0.3) S(0.4) S(0.5) S(1)
T 0.024 0.024 0.025 0.025 0.024 0.023 0.023

S(0) 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.004 -0.024

Good B

Model 1 Model 2

S(0) S(0.1) S(0.2) S(0.3) S(0.4) S(0.5) S(1)
T -2.144 -2.032 -1.952 -1.875 -1.798 -1.739 -1.494

S(0) 0.137 0.152 0.175 1.770 1.875 2.103
Note: Each entry shows the test statistic for Model 1 vs. Model 2, so that a negative entry indicates that Model 1 has better model
fit than Model 2 (and a positive entry indicates the converse). The test statistic is distributed N (0, 1) so the standard critical
values apply: -1.645 for a 5% confidence level; -1.960 for 2.5%; -2.326 for 1%.
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C Calculations for Section 5.2

The risk aversion parameter, ρ, measures the rate at which a bidder’s marginal

utility decreases when their net utility from the auction increases by one unit of the

maximum supply. Maximum supply is £5 billion in the 3-month term auctions and

£2.5 billion in the 6-month term auctions so the risk aversion parameters measured in

£ are ρM = (0.2× 10−9 × ρ) and ρM = (0.4× 10−9 × ρ), respectively.

Let W be the bidder’s initial net utility. A bidder will be indifferent to the 50-50

bet to lose Y and win X if 1
2

1
ρM

(
1 − exp−ρM (W+X)

)
+ 1

2
1

ρM

(
1 − exp−ρM (W−Y )

)
=

1
ρM

(
1 − exp−ρM (W )

)
. And so, if Y = 100, 000 and log(ρ) = 4 for a bidder in the

3-month auctions, so that ρM = 1.092× 10−8, then X = £100,109. For a bidder in the

6-month auctions, ρM = 2.18× 10−8 so X = £100,209.

Armantier and Sbaı̈ (2006) estimate CARA parameters of 6.907 × 10−6 and

5.732 × 10−8, respectively, in euros in auctions held in May 1998 – December 2000.

I convert these at the average EUR/GBP exchange rate in the period of 1.55 (where

EUR/GBP in 1998 is (1/6.55957)FRF/GBP). The average maximum supply in my

study is £4.17 billion, so the estimates imply ρ = (6.907×10−6)
1.55

× 4.17 × 109 and

ρ = (5.732×10−8)
1.55

× 4.17× 109, respectively.

Boyarchenko et al. (2021) calibrate a CARA parameter of 366.61 given a total

auction supply normalized to one, so ρ = 366.61Q̂, where Q̂ is the ratio of the average

maximum supply in my model (£4.17 billion) to the average issuance in their study

(£17.3 billion, converted at the exchange rate on the issuance dates of the US Treasury

notes in their sample). So Q̂ = 4.17/17.3 = 0.24 and ρ ≈ 366.61× 0.24 = 88.0.

Allen and Wittwer (2023) provide a median estimate for the risk aversion param-

eter in their setting equal to 0.006, for a total auction supply normalized to one. The

auction supply is on average 4.12 billion CAD, which is approximately £2.43 billion

(converted from CAD at an exchange rate of 0.59). Following the same approach as

above, this implies Q̂ = 4.17/2.43 = 1.72, and therefore ρ ≈ 0.006× 1.72 = 0.0103.
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